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Get total control of your Ads

FREE SITEAD VERIFICATION



Best-In-Class Ad Verification
AdsExplorer is a complex defense system against malvertising and Ad Verification solution that 

guarantees immediate ad control and audience safeguard. 

Full Scale Advertisement 
Scanning

Immediate Alerts and Detailed 
Reporting

Ad Ops Performance 
Enhancement 

AdsExplorer



Explore Your Ads. Fast.
Our company is focused on providing instant Ad verification reports through our 

crawling technology that scans ad tags, sites and landing pages. Our partners can 

be confident that their users are protected from all possible ad quality threats 

whether they are served mobile or desktop ads.



150
COUNTRIES
& REGIONS
MONITORING

50+
DEVICE
EMULATIONS

100
CARRIERS
SUPPORT

Protect your users and your brand's 

reputation by stopping non-compliant ads 

that don't meet your policies.

PUBLISHERS

Safe User 
Experience

Guard against inappropriate content, data 

leakage and operational issues before they 

impact publishers.

AD PLATFORMS

& Smooth 
Ad Delivery
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Protect Your Users from Malware

Aggressive Ads

Identify Latency Issues

Identify Broken Links

Offensive Content & Landing Pages

Immediate Alerts

AD Verification

Detailed Reports



Premium IP’s

At AdsExplorer, we get  premium IP’s: Residential and Carriers IP’s.

This lets you check ads as it seen by a real user and get in depth reports of

ad and site verifications.

Over 90% suspicious content becomes undetectable through Hosted IP’s.



AdsExplorer has more than 20 different 

operational tests that can be used to scan 

ad tags and landing pages in timely 

manner. You can also request to generate 

specific activity: 

Click through chosen banners, 

Enter info, 

Click through a special path 

and more. 

Smart Scanner



AD
WARNING!

AD

Our solution will guard 

your desktop and mobile 

users from any kind of bad 

advertisement experience.

Audience Safeguard



AdsExplorer generates special reports through intelligent threat analysis 

that consist of comprehensive information and listing that allow you to 

make full AD Verification on your traffic sources.

Instant Full Reports



Our multi-targeting tool uses behavioral targeting techniques and checks 

from multiple browsers, devices, carriers, hosted and 

residential IP and locations.

Multi-Targeting



Time is money. Request your targets, set your scans and check your full 

reports on the go with AdsExplorer mobile version.

Get access via your mobile



Register at adsexplorer.com and get your 

FREE SITE
AD VERIFICATION

website checked for ad verification, free.

Try AdsExplorer now!



We would gladly appreciate your feedback to make our service better.

Contact Us!

support@adsexplorer.com

www.adsexplorer.com

support@adsexplorer.com

facebook.com/adsexplorer/

linkedin.com/company/adsexplorer/

Thank You!

AdsExplorer


